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Notes on the Transitory Life
Darcey Steinke

A few years ago I was at a writing conference
listening to the novelist Richard Russo give a lecture
on place He spoke about his first unpublished
novel, which he'd set in Arizona. Russo felt both the
plot and the characters were stilted and boring. The
only chapter containing any life was the one he'd set
in upstate New York. And it wasn't unfit Russo
realized the bleak small town he portrayed in that
chapter was the same one he grew up in that he was
able to create Mohawk and find focus for all his
work.
It was a good lecture, reaffirming the writing
maxim that an author's work must be grounded in
place. For Russo, this was the depressed small towns
of upstate New York. Of course, this was not news to
me. All the authors I adored had their geographical
holy land; Peter Taylor had Memphis; Flannery
O'Connor, Georgia. Even eastern writers like John
Cheever concentrated on specific locals, in his case
Westchester, but as I listened to Russo explicate the
world of his childhood small town and then bring in
the obvious coda--that thru particulars of his home
town he captured the universal particulars of all
small towns, unease blossomed inside of me. I was a
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol5/iss1/32
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minister's daughter and had never lived anywhere
longer than five years. Not only that, but my family
had moved up and down the east coast, as well as
making forays into the South, so I wasn't really from
anywhere. I'd always felt ashamed about this, but
listening to
lecture made me feel worse than
ever, like I was damned because I didn't have a
regional location to call my own.
Afterward, I told Russo I'd enjoyed
lecture,
but that I couldn't identify completely because I'd
moved around so much. Instead of a specific home, I
told him, what defined me was not having one. He
was taken back by this and looked at me as if he
were trying to figure out whether I was joking. I
smiled to put him at ease
with palpable relief he
said, laughing, "Well then, I can't do a thing for you."
I laughed too, but nervously and without any real
pleasure.
It's not that I haven't absorbed things from the
myriad places I've lived or that I wasn't effected by
them. My first memories are set in a tiny resort
town on Lake Erie. The atmosphere of the rinkydink town still infiltrates my prose. I remember the
smell of the hamburger stand and the circling fights
of the ferris wheel at night. In Connecticut, the
rectory house was my favorite of all the places we
lived. White violets grew on the south side of the
house and I was allowed choose the color paint for
my bedroom—carnival pink. For the next few years
my father was in training be a hospital chaplain
and we moved every year or two; first a lowPublished by eGrove, 1999
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income condo complex in Norwich, Connecticut,
where I remember the neighborhood bully, a tall,
pale, black-haired boy named Tommy
the pond
back in the woods where we ice skated; then to
Harlan, Kentucky, where my parents fought
incessantly. We lived in a trailer and the only good
place to eat was the hospital cafeteria. Despite
domestic strife, I fondly remember the fireflies in the
tall pine
and the rickety bridge that
to the
hollow where our trailer, as well as six others, were
surrounded by low-hanging kudzu.
In Philadelphia, I remember the harsh accents
of the city kids and the man who lived in the row
house across the street who passed out regularly in
his car. In my little yard there was a lovely Rose of
Sharon bush, the blossoms always teaming with tiny
green beetles. From Philadelphia we moved to
Roanoke, Virginia, where we bought our first and
only house, a cheaply constructed 70's ranch. The
Blue Ridge Mountains were gorgeous, but I lived in
the suburbs and mostly remember that we
never afford to furnish the front room. My parents'
marriage was dissolving then so I mostly stayed in
my bedroom writing teenage

I explicate this laundry list of abodes not to
solicit sympathy for my transitory existence, but to
show that I have indeed been all over the map. And
it's not that I don't have some residual prejudices and
yearnings created by my migratory life; I can't abide
strip malls or subdivisions, places sprawled off the
highway with no center; or second-rate chain stores,
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol5/iss1/32 9
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ugly modem churches, and black glass insurance
buildings. My repulsion for these environments is
almost visceral and it must be that I have found there
a visual equivalent to my own feelings of
rootlessness. Then there's the longing that
occasionally comes over me on Sunday afternoons.
Why is life so dissipated? My divorced parents have
lived in separate cities for
my childhood dog
put to sleep long ago and I want... well... I don't
know what I want on those restless Sunday
afternoons; a big white Victorian house, a dad who
this tosentimentalized
es a this
pipe, onto
but these
heat,
versions of childhood and none of them would
satisfy me. In the end I want to have lived a different
life and it's
feeling of brokenness and
impossibility that's become so valuable to my
writing. The constant upheavals in my parents' life
turned me away from the mundane realities of
childhood, and in order orient myself I'd fixate on
the things close around me, the illustrations in my
books, my mother's mercurial moods, the swirling
pattern in my dad's glass paper weight. Reality
became extenuated—objects became precise and
particular—and in
way I caught myself thinking
and got a jump-start on the inner life.
Since I've come to Oxford, locals have asked
me if I find it difficult writing here after residing so
long in New York City. And at first the myriad
butterflies, the kudzu, the pervasive
and the
plethora of goodwill did discombobulate me a little.
But just as in my childhood relocations I quickly
fixated back
the familiars that made up my
Published by eGrove, 1999
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inner world; the green ivy trim on my dinner plates,
the burgundy upholstery inside my car
my
daughter's lovely little legs. I was able once again to
reorient myself. The weird thing now is flying back
to Brooklyn
its elegant brownstones and
numerous people traipsing around in expensive
leather shoes. But I can write there
in my tiny
office off the kitchen. That's the real benefit of the
transitory life, a realization that your world and
your writing, while grounded in a landscape, is
always ultimately about yourself. Ours a
transitory culture and continue to hold up the
writerly ideal of longterm settlement like
insisting that the idealized families depicted in
Christmas commercials are real. I've come to
appreciate my disconnection like a calcified free fall.
I don't need to be anywhere specific. As long as I can
get a decent cup of coffee
find a flat place to lay
down my yellow pads, I can do my work.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol5/iss1/32 11
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Throw Down
Wes Berry

I pulled into the driveway yesterday
afternoon and there's my boy, Bojak, playing doll in
the sandbox again. I jumped out and hollered, "Get
yer ass outta that sandbox." My boy just looked at
me, a naked Barbie dangling from his
Two
little neighbor girls prim in the sandbox cranked up
the tears — regular boo-hoo factories, knowing at
five that a man can be brought down by a little
moisture.
"Shut up,"
and jerked Bojak up by the
collar. Sand poured out his britches. The girls tossed
their heads back and burnt my ears with screeching.
I stooped and gathered up a handful of Barbies and
started ripping limbs. A blond-haired head popped
off and I threw it into the street. I ripped legs and
arms and more heads. Had Barbie parts all over the
place, on my truck hood, in the driveway. Scattered
in the road like funky art, plastic titties without a
head on top of skidded tire tread. Barbie! B-a-a-b-bbie!
wahh! Even Bojak
snotting around,
like he cared for some dolls. I slapped my hand onto
his neck, gripped it hard, and walked him toward the
house.
The squeal of tires caused my stomach flip.
Pictures of smushed girl rocketed through my head.
Published by eGrove, 1999
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But she wasn't, thank god. One was squatting there
in the street, screaming and picking up what's left of
her dolls. The car missed her by a foot, its bumper
just inches away from slamming her ripe noggin.
"I bout hit er!" the driver said. He was a
fortyish man in an old Impala. "Whatsamatter with
you," he yelled. "Cantcha keep yer kids outta the
street?"
"She's not my kid," I said, and didn't have to
explain any more, because the mother of the girl was
then in my face making a real bitch of
Then
my
having been waked from her soaps, was
screeching in my ear, and my boy's crying
girls' screaming.
I just turned
walked inside the house.

"You don't go tearing up little girls' Barbies."
Cornelia lectured me while I sopped up pinto bean
juice with cornbread.
"What's your problem?" I bet she said that
ten times.
"You're too rough, you know that?" she said.
"Just look at Bojak too scared to come out of his
room."
"He may be crying now, but he'll thank me
later," I told her. "A dick in the mouth is a nasty
thing, and my boy won't suffer that," I said, and
again fell into the old story.

His name was Tim, but the boys called him
Timberly. His step was slight and springy, his
speech high dainty. He was a favorite of Miss
McInnis, the music teacher—had a fine pair of pipes
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol5/iss1/32 13
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on him, a clear singing voice that didn't crack like
other boys' did.
He'd been better off if he'd stuck singing.
Timberly's daddy, tough little nut--a real
sports freak-insisted that the boy play football. Me
and the other guys liked Timberly's dad a good bit.
He came all the games and joined us in the locker
room afterward, handing out ice-crusted Cokes from
a big cooler. He'd come up to me, eyes bugging out
of his liquor-flushed face, and
a cold drink into
my hand. He'd grab my other hand
shake it and
tell me how much he liked my touchdown run or
how he heard the bones crunch when I slammed
opposing team's tailback into the wooden bleachers
by the sidelines. The violence got him riled up more
than anything. He really got off when I sent Knob
Lick's quarterback away on a stretcher, with broken
ribs. And when the ref threw me out for tackling a
ball carrier on the blacktop beyond the sidelines, he
oiced.
"Took his freakin head off! Skint him
good! His arms was bleedin like you knocked him
through a glass winder." He ribbed me, patted my
back, gave me affectionate shoulder punches.
***

"Are you going on with that again?" Cornelia
broke in. "I'm not even listening to you. Is this a
story about your heroics? You going to tell me how
girls hung on you like drapery? Or are you talking
about that miserable
boy..."
"Shhh, I'm not there yet," I told her. She
passed combread. Sorghum and margarine melted
Published by eGrove, 1999
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on my tongue. "You can't just jump into a story like
that, you got to build," I said. She rolled those big
ping-pong ball eyes of hers, sexy impatient harpy. I
gave her a wink and kept on talking.

The team was a tough bunch to begin with.
Most of us tossed bales of alfalfa and spiked stalks of
tobacco all day in hundred-plus
We didn't
plop our asses in air-conditioned rooms and get soft
like city boys. All our starters went both ways on
the field, even on special
Only time I ever
took a breather was on extra point kicks. We had
gravel in
craws and hair on our chests. A few
scrawny
warmed the bench. Then there was
Timberly, who wallowed on the ground and who,
we suspicioned, went both ways
off the field.
Timberly wanted
quit three weeks
the
season, but his old man wouldn't let him. We heard
Timberly in Coach's office before practice, trying to
whine himself off the team.
"Yer daddy called me and said you'd stick this
thing out," Coach said. "World hates a quitter, Tim.
Suck it up and go."
We couldn't understand where Timberly got
his ways. One
said maybe he'd been adopted,
but I pointed out how Timberly looked just like his
old man in the face, only pudgier. He was a blob of
baby fat, soft as biscuit dough. I know because I felt
the fat. And that
the worse thing.
Coach had a rule: everybody on the field by
3:00 or extra running for all. We had ten puny
minutes after third bell to get out of our street
es and into our gear. When Timberly refused to
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol5/iss1/32 15
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put his pads on, we did the only thing we could do.
We dressed him ourselves.
He cried like a wet baby. I held him up from
the
the crook of my elbows hooked under his
moist pits, my hands pressed into the flab
underneath his titties. Sunlight filtered in through
tall windows and onto the bleachers where we
dressed. Our struggling broke the strange
afterschool quiet of the gym.
"Stop," Timberly blubbered over
over
between heaves and shortness of
His face
was red with white splotches.
"Huh eeehh huh eeehh huh eeehh!" A long
moan slid from Timberly's throat and bounced
around the gym. Drool dripped from his bottom lip
onto my forearm. Jolly and Golden had him by the
waist. Jolly fumbled with Timberly's belt buckle, his
shaking so bad he couldn't get it loosened.
Golden's fingers grasped the top of the jeans above
the belt loops, ready to peel them away from
Timberly's body.
"Hurryup, he's getting heavy," I said. My
back strained under Timberly's bulk, while Jolly
jerked with the buckle.
"Holdjer horses," he said.
Jolly finally got the buckle undone. Golden
pulled the jeans to Timberly's ankles. The team
cheered us on as we raced the clock.
"What time ya got?" Jolly asked. My watch
covered with Timberly's slobber.
"Five minutes!" someone yelled. I tightened
my hold and lifted Timberly to where
feet were
dangling. His body was a limp dishrag. His bare ass
Published by eGrove, 1999
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brushed against my jeans. The eggheads above us
made sweetheart jokes.
"Get those pants on em, hurryup!" I said.
Shrill whistles and catcalls bounced off the gym
walls. Jolly fumbled with a jock strap.
"Fuck the jock
get those pants on em," I
said.
"Watch your language—the kids," my wife
broke in.
"They hear it enough on that goddam
television," I said. She started to get up from the
table.
"Alright, I'll tone it down," I said. swear a
man can't even tell a story anymore without
someone telling him how to tell

They got the padded pants on him, and I
loosened
grip. Timberly's body fell and seemed
to sink into that pile of clothing on the bleachers. He
started wailing.
"I hate you," he burst out, twisting his body,
while I pushed down on his shoulders and Golden
wrestled cleats onto
feet.
The gym was quiet now, except for Timberly's
moaning. The other players were dressed and gone
to the field. Only three more minutes and we'd be
late and have to run extra. Coach had no patience
pussying around. He'd been a Marine. He
the
spittin image of Abe Lincoln in those black and
whites, especially when fed up. If you jerked
in
Coach stared deep and hard
desk.
His thick, black eyebrows slanted inward and his
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol5/iss1/3217
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head ballooned down on you and he'd say, "Join me
outside, Mr. So-and-So," and some silly fool had to
bend over in front of the doorway for all to watch,
while Coach tattooed his ass. Coach drilled holes in
his paddle to cut down on wind resistance. He'd rare
back that sinewy
that once carried an M-16 in
Nam and blast it forward. The impact lifted boys off
the ground
echoed through the halls. He'd wind
up a second and third time and plaster the
of
both thighs.
Boys were fond of showing off their Cochran
tattoos in the showers, red whelps punctuated with
white holes like slices of
I had my
of
em. That sweet pain hurled me into new
his
pads
hipping.
the
nsions.
History
achieved new significance
was
after
his
a
I became
a warrior
had and bled with
is
fighting men at Shiloh.
The clock was ticking. We
two minutes to
be on the field. Golden stretched
neck out the
window.
"Hurryup, Coach lookin at his watch," he
said. Jolly jammed shoulder
down over
Timberly's head. Timberly thrashed and
backhanded me upside my ear, which
already
numb from his screaming. I grabbed a helmet by
face mask and set it on Timberly's head, then shoved
it down. It about ripped
ears off. He let out a
squeal to break the lights in the scoreboard.
When we tried to walk Timberly out of the
gym, he made
body limp like
will do when
they don't want to behave. His legs were like jelly.
Jolly, that hefty farm bastard, lifted Timberly over
his shoulder and packed him like a sack of feed
Published by eGrove, 1999
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down the steps. I scrambled to get my cleats on and
followed.
Running down the
I noticed the other
boys already lined up for jumping jacks. Timberly
was wallowing on his back at the bottom of
stairwell, wailing.
"Pick em up!" I said.
"He's too heavy; I got off balance," said Jolly.
"Grab his feet
I'll get
shoulders."
We jogged onto the field, with the body
dangling between us like a hammock. We dropped
Timberly on the earth at the back of the formation
and ran to
places in front
faced the team.
"You men are draggin ass today," Coach
yelled, after a long blow on
whistle. "Twenty
exter
after practice, for everbody."
Beautiful world, we saw some ferocious
hitting that day. Every player boned up for a killing.
There was growling and gnashing of teeth. The
huddle was a pressure cooker. Even the lazy secondstring players wanted some tail.
Coach put Timberly on the scab team at
defensive guard, right across from 220-lb. Mackey
Maupin. Coach yelled out the plays.
"Buck dive right!" he yelled,
we ran it
right down Timberly's throat.
Mackey
bowling over him like a tractor-trailor. Then me,
carrying the ball on Mack' s heels, trampling over
Timberly's stomach.
"Whaaaaaa!" Timberly squirmed on
back
like a cut nightcrawler.
"Get up Tim!" Coach bellowed. "Suck it up
like a man!"
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol5/iss1/32 19
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Timberly sucked it up, sure enough. He
sucked up more snot and dirt than any player on
team. He lifted himself up from the earth and
crouched like a bullfrog, both
and knees
the ground: not ready for action, just filling the gap.
We huddled up.
"Buck dive right!" Coach yelled. The
quarterback called the play. The guys were out of
breath and snickering at the fun of it. Behind each
facemask, bared teeth and lips stretched wicked.
"Stomp his pussy ass," somebody said.
We plunged through the gap again. Timberly
remained on his back this time
refused to get up.
"Buck dive right!" Coach yelled. Coach's face
a big bloody boil. He
fire in
eyes, grit in
his teeth. He was enjoying the show.
Timberly's stomach was like damp moss as
my
dug into it.
"I hate you Mr. Cochran!" Timberly screamed
over and over, through it all. Timberly's pain was
musical. It pushed us to new levels, where we had to
slice through a planet of high notes to get to the real
stuff, the smashing of bodies and
We'd line
up to run a new series, enveloped in superhuman
aling. It was like being
at a heavy metal show,
laps
where guitar gods blast bone-crushing noise and
electrify nerves for slamming. It was near
impossible to make out the quarterback's cadence.
We were in surround sound. Timberly's agony
fueled our fire. We got our payback for those extra
around the field. We loved it. Coach too. He
ate that shit up.

Published by eGrove, 1999
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"Are you about finished?" Cornelia
interrupted me again. "I got to clean this table," she
said.
"Yeah, just about," I said. "Now listen up,
because
is the worst part."
That afternoon after practice, after running the
extra laps and practicing some extra point kicks, I
walked through the locker room on my way to the
showers. Crumpton was sitting in a chair against the
wall, with Timberly on his lap. Both were in their
underwear. Crumpton had his biceps under
Timberly's armpits and
forearms locked behind
Timberly's head in a nelson. Timberly cried and
struggled but couldn't move much, while Jay Hicks
straddled their legs and slapped his pecker against
Timberly's lips and
"Suck it, big boy!"
yelled. The last I saw
before walking into the showers was Timberly' s
outraged eyes like ping-pong balls in a pool of
and his blubbering lips being
strummed by Hicks.

"Thank God," Cornelia said, already scooping
plates from the table.
"What' s that mean?"
"It means your tale went on a supper too
long," she said. She balanced plates on one upturned
hand and cradled the tea jug against her breast.
"Why don't you give me a swig of that tea?" I
said. "I'm feeling a bit thirsty."
Cornelia walked away toward the
In
a minute she was back. She didn't say anything but
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol5/iss1/32
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filled my tea glass. Her eyebrows were crinkled up.
She's got a lot of spitfire in her, Cornelia does. I put
my hand on the small of her back, and she pulled
away.
I said, "Forget those dishes a while. Right
now, lef s you and me trip on
the weight room.
I'm contemplating a coup of your innards."
Cornelia stared me dead.
"You didn't help him?" she said. "You just
walked right past?"
"What?"
"The boy," she said. "The one in the locker
room."
"You still dwelling on that?"
"Why do you keep telling me these awful
stories?"
"Listen," I said. "Boys will be boys. And my
boy's going to be a boy. That's why he's not playing
with dolls or taking piano lessons or acting in any
school plays. He's growing up normal, by God."
That's what I told my wife yesterday, when I
layed down the law.
I didn't get any trim last night. Cornelia said
the romance had been sapped right out of her by my
story.
Oh hell.
I might die homy defending manliness.
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Aurian Haller

Fiftyfive Maples
Just the other day someone cut down fiftyfive maples
in city park
everyone walked by thinking there had
to be a reason rootrot acid rain new powerlines but
what it really is someone wants a better view.
A gardener told me how stumps are really hydras from
the immortal taproot that push up like opinions lopped
off midsentence only
grow back under cover of night.
The same gardener
told me he once planted a rare
breed of rose and tried all manner of fertilizer and soil
to make it blossom, but when it wouldn't, he dug up
and burned it because though he dearly love how their
smell brought back memories, he was certain this was
no accident and that someone had a finger in his
nipping them in the bud.
A team of biologist engineered a hybrid worm to glow
green on a diet of heavy metals and pesticides.
The dross of downstream downunder and dangerously
near the intake pipe. Other colours were used but
the green survived. Green is good; green for go;
green for clean hospital gowns
mints. For
vine and the branches surviving in pots on patios
thirtytwo floors above the hot tar
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Ironic also how the youth are too skeptical to vote,
while their parents, who still subscribe to papers and
almanacs, buy lottery tickets and take guided trips to
broaden their horizons. Children are cheated every
by products they will never have and are bitter into
adolescence where they are followed at every turn by
surveillance cameras in the school, the corner store, the
perimeter of their own backyards. They won't bother
with growing roses because they know intuitively the
climate won't support it, not the leaf, not the stem,
nor its barren hip.
If it's any consolation, this high up you can sight past
the maple stumps to the open sea beyond, stretching
the straight to the panhandle scattered like tiny coals in
the dark. Yet every year the bank sinks
itself in a
slow pilgrimage towards the atlantic. Every year
the view gets larger and further inland.
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Cara Chamberlain

The Dream of Flying
I walked all day through
grass and willow, speckled plovers running
just like chickens, scattering. Miles wavered
with
huge storms of mosquitoes drifting.
Mountains crumbled,
and rose. Lakes
and up,
ze, broke
slid away.
But I wasLandin
going somewhere and hardly noticed
birds clucking underneath bare willows.
I don't know how long I'd been out.
When I looked up, the
had turned
their eyes on me, were lifting me.
I flew-their wings all the winds
I've ever heard, winter in their feathers, necks
straining. We moved soon in the dark,
just the big chests lighting gullies between stars.
The skins of berries and of wolves,
the leaves, sands, and oceans, bristling
pollen grains, porcupine's eye, a rock traveling
existence down the mountains' forehead,
pressed my pelvic bones.
g, I knew
those moldy sticks, the lake knocking,
the nest, and, gliding from her
red cloaca, a swan's moistened egg.
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Ann Fisher-Wirth
A Gleaning

Let the leaf I picked this morning off sodden pavement
while slogging with the dog
through late November Mississippi rain
be a sign for my soul—
I said it would, before I turned it over,
seeking some confirmation.

Deeply gouged, brown around the edges,
yellow in the middle. When I woke last Thursday
from a dream, I floated a long way back

from the marshy edges
hating myself. Hating myself.
And I knew I would die cowardly still.
Once I went to the edges.
The night my father died in San Francisco,
I knew with all the force of my childhood,
if I could go to him, if I could hold him in my arms
and burn him with my love,
he would stir and
And though this liquidambar leaf lying just so,
wet, on the formica counter, is beautiful,
I
called to the fire.

I have done nothing
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Ann Fisher-Wirth
Kindlings

I will arise and go to my father
Shadrach, Meshach
Abednego
stood in the fire and were not consumed.
Ah they were God's boys—
spiky magnolia tips, white-hot lilies.
I was a child and willing, Lord; crouched in the stacks
of Camp Zama Army Library,
I read about the saint-summoned girl
my mother called that
I
fatwood, and your voice across the flames
would never let me perish.

Today, through steady rain,
words come: Read these kindlings.
Luminous dogtooth violets, the sweet soon-clear
of the mockingbird. Deep in the pines,
black bark looms
beneath a few last dogwood petals
white as the shifting angels...
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L.L. Harper

Anniversary At Edisto
On the beach our bodies cannot ignore each other.
Like boulders on this Carolina
we give ourselves up to air
water
which returns to us, time after time
as a lover with no place else to go.
We are slick
salty as driftwood;
our bottoms sink as deep in sand
as the weight of our mutual resolution
that today is where we should
to look
at what we have become in our mutual
resignation to survive each other.
What we find calms us like good weed,
and tide ruffles around our ankles like
the cuffs of white socks you take off
and give up to me because
you know my feet are always cold.
Air moves like a waltz over the water.
Our faces, unreadable as stone to joggers
race by chasing health, open to the
and each other like shamrock does to light.
We speak some words which settle
in as comfortably as gulls do
on the glittering swells.

Our hearts drift in with the moon.
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Annie Smith

Night Walk-Ashland
I walk in the dark looking into houses
windows like moth wings lit from behind.
I
a man raise a glass to
lips,
lower himself to the end of a bed,
exposed.
Delicate in the light's tenderness.
I see how we all
should lay ourselves down
carefully
each night
like tissue paper.
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Kristin Harty

Obituary
Neighbors finally reported a smell at 507 Johnson
Avenue on September 17, when the temperature
nearly 80. Police immediately investigated.
Found on the floor was Anabelle Jones,
her flesh
decomposed and nearly rotted down to bone.
Dead about six weeks, according to the coroner.
Neighbors said she kept to herself, so it was really hard
to miss her. Son traveled a lot with
job; said
it was difficult to arrange many visits.
Daughter had become estranged when her mother
became eccentric; called occasionally on the holidays;
sent a package of cold meats
cheeses.
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Sudye Cauthen

In September, under the Crescent Moon
A slight wind lifts the limbs
of the trees, stretching their webbed vines
and grapes as heavy as marbles clunk
across the roof and onto the ground.
The albino wolf joins her howl
to the shouts of the Creeks' lead singer,
pulling our woods into the hoarse net
of their voices. When the white wolf looks
into your eyes, she reads your brain
like a magazine: fifty years of memories
surmised in an instant.
The day she challenged her owner,
he lunged, sinking his teeth
into her neck with a growl.
I picture the
muscled forearms gleaming
in the light of the ritual fire,
face tilted to the sky, knowing me
like the wolf does. Their faces merge
in the trembling design
of the yellow spider
whose webbed rings— s intricate
fragile as love—now hold
one pair of eyes, the eyes
of the Creek and those of the wolf
in the cross hairs―one steady stare
under that silver sickle riding the pines:
Orion's belt where November glitters
and Leo moves toward us.
In my night dreams I seize his hooked head,
bury my face in his mane of stars.
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Alida Moore
Two Starlets on a Trip in June 1959

I am happy believing it happened
on a single summer night:

My mother waits for him on a park bench
reading
magazine. Her face hidden
behind Shirley Maclaine's on the cover,
she sits and looks at happy couples in ads
and misses the story on page 3
of FBI men dragging a young black body
from the Pearl River.
His Chevy cuts across traffic,
swerves like a shark in the Gulf,
and brakes at the curb. Maybe she
steps in quickly
tosses her magazine
face-up on the cool backseat leather.
Placing her hand on the empty seat between
them, she is ready to cross state lines
in a speeding car with the top down.

the rearview mirror she pinches
her cheeks red and smoothes her eyebrows
using the tip of one wet finger, while
he
for cigarettes and gas
at a small store near Lake Pontchatrain.
In the city they eat plates of pink shrimp
on a red plastic tablecloth with no candles,
and watch the street mimes,
uncomfortable with their silence.
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Walking down Canal they head for the hotel,
the narrow bed and the small dirty room
above Preservation Hall. My mother lies
across his chest, her long hair a sash
drawn about his waist. They
with the window open, the dark room
hot and thick with jazz.
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Sarah Wolbach

Moving
Throwing out the old address book
with the names of Anne Marie
went to New York
and Zana Sherry
went mad.
809 Newman, dead, dead Susan.
The photograph of someone's shoe
I've kept since I was twelve
goes too, and those of other people's children
tucked like money into Christmas cards.

I keep Modem Chinese Stories
to remember Dr. Hsu
in 1982 was swept away
by a California mudslide.

I keep the cats
and a wooden spoon
with the burned-off handle
and my garlic
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C.A Prettiman

City Birch
It is half-erased now, the cloud
stroking ash-birch that scattered its chalky
branches like coins, rode the soil like
a green-sailed ship, its colors dyed into
a hundred-year landscape. Now midmorning
after the of harnessed lightning,
its uncloaked moon-colored trunk
juts like a painted spike, snowing dust, a
ladder of polled horns and creude
terminals. The sky is suddenly
blanker, and bewildered warblers grasp
at remaining limbs, songless. In
a moment's sad irony, the saw
catches fire, driving the sweat-bellied
workers back, shading their eyes. Yet
by suppertime the canvas drips
only bleach. Sawdust on the birdless
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James Doyle
My Name Is Legion
My head looks down on the clouds.
My eyes scuttle back and forth
frantically trying to stitch together
white and blue with the thread of sight.

I stand knee-deep in the ocean.
The bottoms of my feet balance
on volcanoes, holding down islands
that dream of air. My leggings are salt.
I have been here so long I know
everything is about to end. Someone is
always getting ready to write. I will
dictate another book of beasts and angels.

I will say I am the axis
that has held together earth and sky
from the beginning. But it is time
to close my eyes and flex my legs.
I will say that this was all
an experiment gone
I am
d of waiting for my petri
dishes
and
to blossom with the right answers.
Since art rehearses life, I will sculpture
the apocalype in words. The truth is
I am the father of lies. The truth is
I am eternally frozen in time
space.
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My sight scatters across floor
and ceiling like a swarm of cockroaches
in the light. My legs erode. I wear
flayed skin for
robes of empire.
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Gordon T. Osing
Love Fire Department

―Love Township, south Highway 51,
Desoto County, Mississippi
1.
They leap from their desks and counters
all over the County, to join the red engine
at the scene of the fire; it Love in flames
they seek. Bug, or act of God, carelessness,
no matter; they unreel their lines to it
all the same. They read her machinations
her progress from the source,
right to the moment she was out of control.

Do they cause what they fear and adore?
you ever
time on both sides of a passion
at the same time? it doesn't pay not to believe
in arsen; the norm goes up in smoke all the time.
Do we desire to be only souls? Flames!
do we long to sublime the body? Ashes!
And do not the arguments for the purification
of either dance over the same mystical coals?
Who has never followed the siren song
to at least watch, maybe somebody on a ledge.
Remember how you hated the false
Wondered what was so flammable in a stone
cathedral? Learned early fire and love
bring you quick as anything beyond pain?
Burned inwardly for the one weeping quietly
in a fireman's blanket, mouth tasting of ruin?
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I saw a Buddhist monk bum-up once, over
a Nothing he didn't want, no doubt, on TV.
He raised his hand as if in polite argument
when the flames enfulfed his head, as if
he'd seen desire the only world worth
denying. (The ecstasy of his idea welcomed him.)
Or the mind raised its arm to point the way
beyond the sheer Nirvana for which the world burns.
On the far side of a truly mystical denial
he, too, couldn't help getting it up for a fire,
and driving past the Love Fire Department, south
Highway 51, Desoto County, Mississippi,
in a wintered land on a sunless day in the late
20th Century, love kindles in the mind
callsout all drilled volunteers, saying: Desire!
Fancied as much as
the house burns either way.

2.
As to a child, the trees and fields outside blur
to jumping telephone lines of measured melody,
wherein voices are mingled.
one also been desired?
Those voices are mixed in us; we cannot finish
answering them. Maybe the soul is translucent
as the full moon in daylight and like the moon
never quite begins all over
my finish, reflecting,
must be believing in burning out of
These are roads the great Blues-men drove,
juked the darkness to surrender
barely a lifetime ago,
even now
the Delta fields are shaped to score
their voices rising and falling in the evening
lights, horns shining and strings taut to suffer gladly,
who
draw the eye down into night-filled rows.
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol5/iss1/3239
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Gordon T. Osing

Endodentristy
From three years in China I sit, my mouth rigged
like a public utility, munching on my own mind
if not the unspeakable, knowing this mechanical while
(listening to the officer banter) few utterances mean
what is said also in the touted real outer world.

Meanwhile I'm staring into less than indifferent b-b's
in a stranger's eyes as he hollows a poisoned tooth,
mine, looking at nothing else.

Pity the poor mastadons, I say,
for History's sake, whose tiny brains ravaged
ferns, who fell their turn in the freezing gap between
what was going down and being unable to feel it.
Also in the Abyss people fell Magritte-wise, in wisdom,
talking in tanouter office, about a variety of methods payment,
but how not quite luscious a luxury is the skull's indifference.
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Justin Showah
El Camino, No Back Seat
Her next to last cigarette
a wet french fry
One light
a mosquito happy.
It shows the shrapnel of the night
—popsicle sticks, muffler spit,
Broken fingernails that reflect the moon in purple.

Cold Birkenstock toes stung by wind.
She shakes smoke from her curls
loose from, the dance as the Sunday news
collects dew.
One prayer comes.
She remembers mornings taught
by the woman with cotton candy hair.
She knows Leviticus and Revelation best.
They had horses.
They had men turning boys into fish.
She starts home knowing
everyone will know her name
when dawn cuts the sun loose.
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Thomas Dorsett
The Jogger

Clear day, no
Sun's so
flesh casts no shadow
as it
around the Hopkins track.

A few miles from here, a child's mind
like a box of garbage in slow motion
being very slowly thrown away.
A few miles from that, a man,
huge feet upon a huge desk,
looks outside a giant window—
form the
kudos,
that's what the politician hears
watching a pigeon crap.

He sees his name in the sky,
not the projects. The child sees
his in spray-paint across City Hall...

With the Great Beast coming,
a body with a quiet mind
has no right to be so happy—

Some few thousand miles away,
they're bombing again—so what?
Bosnia, briefly, doesn't exist
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The jogger has become nobody,
astro-turf, part of the track.
, the German inside will say Ach;
brain.
now
for
perfect exhaustion
eats light like a blade of grass.
Even Auschwitz can't counter endorphins
rising like gin to the
For the moment, he's free as a lemming;
as long as he keeps running there's no pain.
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One Forgets How
Far Away America Is
Jim Higgins

At the door, Will knocked
Lisa's father
shouted, "It's open." Will let himself
There
was a faint smell of stale, starchy food and baby
diapers. His girlfriend's father was sitting in a big
rent-to-own recliner. He had the footrest leveredout and the television turned up loud.
"Hello Mr. Simmons," Will said. "Is Lisa
home?"
"Lisa," Larry Simmons shouted over the back
of the chair. "He's here!" The man turned back to the
television without looking at Will.
Lisa's voice came from behind the bathroom
door. "Tell him I'll be just a minute."
"She ain't ready," her father said. Will stood
there
watched while the man snorted, mashed
his nose, and then examined
fingers.
"You mind if I sit?" Will said.
"Nah."
Will took a seat on the couch and looked at
the television. He'd only been to Lisa's house a few
times. She didn't talk about her parents much and
almost never about her
She had always
seemed embarrassed by them and eager to move
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away. Will and Lisa were both seventeen and during
the two or three years he'd known her, she'd been
constantly researching out-of-state colleges. She was
always studying for admissions tests and she carried
vocabulary and geometry flashcards in her purse.
Will spent
afternoons working in his father's
print shop. He knew how to set type
run
presses. He
going to take over the business and
hadn't given much thought to leaving, for college or
anything else.

The television showed a dog in a cape and a
voice boomed from the speakers: "No money down!
Not one penny down!"
Will looked at Lisa's father. He felt awkward
thought maybe he should try to make
conversation. "Had any luck with that car?" he said.
"What?"
"Last time I was here," Will said, "there was
something wrong with that Buick."
"Ain't no Buick. That's a Pontiac."
"Well—"
a Pontiac Bonneville."
"Well, did you get it to crank?"
The man aimed his eyes briefly at Will and
then twisted his head back around to shout again.
"Lisa, he ain't gonna wait all night. Come on!"
"Hang on," she said through the bathroom
door.
The kitchen door swung open and Lisa's
mother stood in the doorway. "What's all the yelling
about?"
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Will thought she was probably not as old as
she looked, even though he didn't know exactly how
old she was. There was no mistaking the likeness
between Lisa
her mother. They had the same
brown
delicate eyebrows, and freckles. But her
mother's eyes were darker and set deeper and Will
thought her face betrayed unspeakable defeat.
"Hello Mrs. Simmons," he said to her.
"Hello William," she said? She looked at her
husband. "What's the matter?"
"Nothing's the matter. I'm trying to watch a
show is all."
She stood in the doorway a moment longer
and a baby began howling in the kitchen behind her.
"Make that tadpole simmer down," Lisa's
father said and turned the television up even louder.
The kitchen door closed and the baby's cries were
muted.
Lisa came out of the bathroom. "Let's go," she
said, snatching her purse from the
"My God,
let's get going."
"Don't use the Lord's name," her father said.
"You ain't
old for me to take you across my
knee."
Will stood up and walked to where Lisa stood
waiting by the door.
"Hey boy," her father said.
"I know," Will said, "midnight"
"If you know what's good for you."
Lisa stood with her hand on the doorknob.
"Lisa?" her father said, holding his arms open. "Are
you forgetting something?" She hesitated a moment
before crossing the room to stand beside his chair.
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She bent over to kiss him on the forehead and he
squeezed the back of her thigh with his hand. She
walked out slamming the door behind her and
leaving Will standing inside uncertain of what had
just occurred.
Lisa's father winked at
something
isn't she?"

Several nights a week, the dog upsets the trash
pail
dawn finds the kitchen strewn with filth.
On these mornings, Mary Simmons moves slowly
and patiently around the kitchen in her nightgown,
picking up gnawed milk-cartons and shredded
Pampers. She never bothers scold the dog before
letting it out in the back yard to eat grass and retch.
After the kitchen is picked up and breakfast is
finished, she takes a pan of cool water out to where
the dog dozes uneasily in the shadow of a bass-boat.
She rubs between the
ears as it bubbles its
muzzle in the pan of water.
Mary's second child, a baby boy, sits beside
her in the grass
splashes his small
in the
water-pan. The drinking dog doesn't seem to mind.
Mary loves the way the boy laughs and coos at
everything she says. But Lisa, on the other hand,
hardly speaks to her
Her
are
perfect
Mary is proud of her but isn't
she
has any right to be.
Her husband, Larry, a sheet-rock man. He
has several wiry young men that work for him.
Some days he stays home and the
come by in
the morning pick up the compressor and get
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instructions. He is short-tempered and more than
once he's gotten into fist-fights with his workers in
the front yard. She dabs iodine on the teeth-marks
gouged into his knuckles. "Bucktoothed bastards," he
hisand
rs. He
refers to and
theand
elderly couple across
shop.
street as Medicare whores. He has made enemies all
over the neighborhood
he forbids Mary or the
children to associate with those families. She can
remember, years ago, loving him but cannot
remember why.

thewa

That night, Will and Lisa had dinner at a small
Greek restaurant. Afterward, they drove around
talking. Always the same conversation. She spoke
of college
places far away. He talked about the
local junior college
how they could get married
and rent a house with what he'd make working at
the print
She felt small in the big passenger
seat of
car and while he spoke she thumbed the
plastic door trim nervously.
"You want to swing by the shop?" Will said.
Lisa knew the print shop
closed for the
night. She also knew that Will had keys and that
he'd want to monkey around on the couch in
front office. She didn't answer. Will drove around
some more.
"We could get loans for you to go to school,"
he said. "And by the time you were done, I'd be
making enough to pay them off. We could have a
place. Who knows, we might even want kids."
"You could open a print shop in Boston or Vermont,"
she said, "or out in California."
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"What?"
"Why couldn't you find work where I want to
go?" she said.
"Lisa, you don't understand. I--"
"No, I do understand," she said. "Your parents
are handing you your
I don't have that."
He didn't
She looked out the window and didn't say
anything either until some time later they drove past
a cluster of carnival rides set up in the parking lot of
a shopping center. She smiled
turned to him.
Will had seen it too. He shook his head and said,
"Every time you turn around these days, there's a
crummy fair set up someplace,
like."
"Why don't we go!" she said. She had
around in the seat
was looking back. "Turn
car around."
"But it's almost ten-thirty," he said.
"That gives us an hour and a half. I think I saw
a Gravitron."
"But I thought we might— you know? Let's
just swing by the shop."
She hated the print-shop. There was nothing
romantic about it. It was dark and smelled like
acetone
sweat. The concrete floors and steel
machinery made even her faintest whispers echo in a
way that made Lisa feel uneasy. Even when the shop
closed, some of the machines clicked and
hummed intermittently in the shadows. The last
time they'd gone there, Will had accidentally
ed green ink on her skirt and underwear. She
told her mother she'd sat on a newly painted bench.
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"Let's ride the rides," she said, "and then
tonight you can tap on my window and I'll let you
in."
"In through the window?" Will said. It was
something he'd never considered doing and he was
surprised that she'd said it.
"Sure," she said, "you can just step on
spigot
climb through."
Will
quiet for almost a full minute. "Do
people climb through your window often?"
"What
of a question is that?"
He
turned the car around and was driving
back toward the shopping center, to the carnival. "I
don't know, never mind," he said. "What time?"
"One o'clock," she said. "Just knock on
window."

Mary couldn't sleep. She was on the left side
of the bed—her side. Beneath the door seeped blue
broadcast light. A voice said, "Let's see that again in
slow-motion." A storm of applause. Her husband
laughed
then laughed again. His knuckles crack,
the upholstery springs flex, ice rattles in a plastic
tumbler. Coughing. Her eyes adjusted to the dark
bedroom. She could see the white popcorn-plaster
ceiling but without her glasses she couldn't tell for
how far it was above her. She closed her eyes
tried to make herself sleep.
A week before, an invitation to her twentieth
highschool reunion
come in the mail. The
envelope bore her maiden name. She had opened it
and then stuck it on the Frigidaire along with the
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finger-paintings, utility bills, and oil-change
coupons. Now in bed, she thought about the passage
of twenty years. She thought about her daughter,
Lisa, and then about herself. She remembered
afternoons riding around in somebody's mother's
yellow sedan smoking cigarettes
talking about
boys.
Creaking bedsprings woke her up. He was
climbing in beside her. The light from a street-lamp
poured through the mini-blinds in split shafts.
and
the
ckets.
A propeller plane
alwayshis
sleep.passed low over the
neighborhood, probably on its way to the coast she
decided. For just a second she imagined herself
aboard, watching the faint nighttime lights pass
below. But then he coughed and pulled at the sheets.
He won't ever be still. His face close to her neck, he
draped an arm across her hip. She rolled away and
groaned, feigning a restless
His sour breath
flooded her hair
there was a wet rasping deep in
lungs—something spongy dangling in an
passage. He settled in against her and a lengthy fart
escaped him. He laughed to himself and then
shortly fell asleep.
Mary found her glasses on the bedside table
and eased her feet out of the bed and into a pair of
slippers. In the kitchen, she poured herself a glass of
water from the pitcher in the refrigerator. The clock
on the stove showed that it was two or three hours
before sun-up. She turned around and listened to
silence of the house. She took her nightgown off and
draped it over the ironing board. She couldn't
remember the last time she was simply undressed.
There's
a child about, bug-eyed and full of
51
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questions. Or him, with his needs. When she is
naked, he thinks it's for him. She sat at the table, her
fingers tracing the feathered edges of the invitation.
The plastic chair was cold beneath her and
linoleum floor felt gritty and cold to her feet. She
slid her glasses down her nose a bit and looked
closely at the invitation. The paper was fine and
textured, almost like fabric, and the printing was
thin
elegant. At the bottom corner of the
invitation, a telephone number.

After the carnival, Will had taken Lisa home
and then returned on foot an hour later. He'd left his
car parked several blocks away. He tapped on her
bedroom window and climbed through just like
d said, by stepping house.
up on a hose-spigot. They
arms
then,
didn't say a word or turn on the lights. She held the
bedcovers up for him and he climbed in beside her.
A chill, night wind had come in through the window
with him and they shivered under the weight of her
blankets. She put her arms around him and he could
feel her cool toes touching his. They stayed like this,
arm in arm, for quite a while before he realized
she'd fallen asleep. She was warm and alive in his
and her sleeping breath smelled tike
toothpaste. He was not at all disappointed.
He could hear the television down the hall
and
much later, silence. After a long while, he
got out of her bed and slipped into
jeans and
shirt. He stood at her bedroom door and listened.
Hearing nothing, he went out and made his way
toward the front of the
Before he got there,
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he saw something that made him stop and
still.
The swinging kitchen door was shut but the light
inside shone brightly through the spaces around it.
He couldn't imagine anybody being awake but he
didn't want to risk making a noise if her father was
in the
He crept toward the door and put his
eye up to the crack of light. He
Lisa's mother
sitting with her back to him. He could
her
shoulders and hear her crying. She ran both hands
through her hair and stood up. When he saw that
she
naked he was paralyzed with a strange fear
and
For an instant he feared she would
come through the door, but she took the telephone
off the wall and brought it back to the table.

Mary listened to the phone ring at the other
end of the line. It was Dale Miller's phone number, a
popular boy she'd not really known well during
highschool. It rang and rang and just as she was
about to hang up, a woman answered.
"Hello?" the woman said. She sounded sleepy and
somewhat afraid.
"Is Dale there?"
"Who is this?"
"I'm calling about the reunion. I-- "
"It's the middle of the night," the woman said.
Mary paused a moment, not knowing what to
say. In the silence,
could hear her refrigerator
humming. The telephone receiver smelled like
children and sour
Words came to her finally
but they did not seem like her own. "Do pardon me,"
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Mary said, I'm in London. One forgets how far
away America is."
"London?" the woman said.
"Yes, the time-zones," Mary said. "Forgive me,
I'll call back."
"No, that's okay," the woman said, clearly
intrigued now. "I'm Dale's wife," she said. "He's my
husband. I'll wake him up."
But Mary crossed the room and hung the
phone back on the wall.

Lisa opened her eyes. The lights were on in
her room and she rubbed her eyes. Will was stuffing
her clothes into pillowcases. She watched him for
nearly a minute before sitting up. "What's going
on?" she said.
He looked at her
then continued taking
clothes off hangers in her closet "Sun's almost up,"
he said.
"Something's happened. What's happened?"
"Nothing," he said. "I mean, I don't know. I'm
not sure."
She stretched and stood
She watched his
tremble as he unbuttoned her clothes and slipped
them off the hangers. After a minute more, she
pulled two suitcases out from under the bed and
began putting her things inside. He slid through the
window first and she passed the bags out to him.
Then he stood outside the window and watched as
she smoothed the blankets on her bed and
straightened the things on her dresser. For a
moment he thought she might change her mind, but
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she swung one leg over the window sill and then the
other.
They crossed the yard as the sky lightened, the
wet grass pulling at their shoes. The streetlights
buzzed and winked out. Her bags were heavy and
they struggled with them the few blocks to
car.
A dog or two barked in the yards they passed but by
then it was too late.
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Jim Natal
Birthright

You'd think I was Esau, the amount
of hair I lose. But not his dark, coarse animal kink.
No, these birthrights of mine are silvery thin
as a crescent moon scything
a clear night sky like my father's hair in his age.

Or maybe a few I find are my father's,
protein keepsakes in a drawer, like Civil war
locks under pocket watch glass,
hairs pressed within like leafless stalks.
Or hair-wrapped amulets, tightly bound
offered on the backs of fetish animals
to keep safe, speed the dead, feed them.
Or the merely dying, yanking tufts painlessly
from they heads, exposing
the creases of scalps for the first time
since birth. Light,
hair falling more insidious than snow
that sprinkles your shoulders and chills
through by the end of the night,

Becoming heavy, perched there
like Odin's ravens, Hugin
Munin,
thought and memory, who fly
out and return with news of the realm:
that it's crumbling, toppled pillars like fallen
hairs swept into a pile on the white tiled floor.
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Or allowed to drift,
plowed snow along the rounded highway
shoulders, mounded and obscuring the view,
making mountains seem more distant.
Or these hairs of mine, of yours, hollow shafts
under a microscope with bark like cedars,
trees blown down and arrayed after an eruption
that laid end-to-end would reach to
Metamorphosis, the silver hairs fitted back to life,
to a handsome head with a mouth that says,
"Poetry is just a stage everyone
You'll get over it soon." Words that cannot
be
for a bowl of anything, worn
on the outside like my graying, thinning hair,

Or carried within, unloseable and silent as a gene.
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Ann Fisher-Wirth
Liège, First Year, First Marriage
When my first husband was young
he had such beautiful knees: long, proud, symmetrical knees,
as at Mycenae in July
when we climbed the blazing hill
where Agamemnon, doomed, entered the lion gates.
At rugby that autumn he ran with the pack, lifting those
knees high and flaring his nostrils, grimacing
around his mouth guard;
even when the ground was frozen and I stamped,
one foot, then the other,
hours together to keep warm, I watched,
how I watched, on that Belgian field
where the game calls hung sharp
on the air in Wallon and I spoke to no one.

Oh when he was young he palmed the world
like a basketball;
I was his, everything was his.
Days he practiced at the gym,
I stayed home, sat by the window,
my feet on the one bar heater
of our studio walkup above the Quai de Rôme
where coal barges plied the Meuse, heaped, nearly foundering;
where bargewives swept decks and hung out clothes
while their men
steered the black weight north, beyond my vision: past Liège;
past slagheaps; through sooty towns
with crachoirs on the doorsteps,
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starched lace curtains, sansevierias
at every window; along fields of trampled mud
lined with pollard sycamores;
past seagulls come
diving for refuse, screaming on the wind;
at last to Rotterdam, Maassluis, freighters—& the salt-stung
open sea.
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Sudye Cauthen
Considering Botticelli's "Adoration of the Magi,"
c. 1475

The onlookers talk among themselves
of something slightly unusual
in the child, just-born,
his mother thrusting him forward
so that a man in gold filigree can examine his feet.
Beneath the blue of the madonna's robe, a scarlet hem shows,
a thread twisting its crimson way in hats and sleeves,
then ending in what looks like
a cover for her
Leaning his silvered head on one hand,
Joseph looks on, half wonder, half
The courtiers hook their fingers in belt loops,
posture indifference, while the examiner
ten toes.
Doesn't each of us arrive to unanswerable expectations?
The life of every child begins splendor
and ends with dirt falling onto a grave.
One Christmas, beneath a sky of scissored lace,
I
Milano's Duomo.
Within its murmurous caverns
women were clotted before flaming candles,
fingering their rosaries, asking for miracles.
Any mother, attending her child impaled
on his cross, perceives there an innocence
as staggering as her own
at the moment of conception
when, not foreseeing the events
unfurling from that one "yes,"
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she acquiesced, handing the universe a blank check.
While the expectant angel probed her heart
there
no time to debate freewill,
to scramble for books,
or to compose metaphysical thoughts.
What choice there?
Mary could have said "no" to all of it
and been
instantly. Or wait
recollect
these details, standing in her gritty sandals at
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Billy Albright
A Letter Left by Lew Welch, May 1971
Last night, as the sleet rattled against
y cabin roof, and my hand shook steadily
from too much coffee and too little food,
I heard the final snap of that thread
from which I've dangled for years.
A soft click, Gary, like a light
switch flipped to OFF, or the even
softer crackle of the bulb's extinguishment
And I saw myself... as if my spirit had ridden
the breath of a wichasha wakan,
ceremonial
smoke offered to the wind. I drifted skyward
a Sierra ridgeline and into the shelved rock
of her lair: a cougar, whose litter suckled
nothing from the emptied teats.
weakened
to hunt, she could not survive
the stress of the next cold night
And I
myself a part of this ring
of bone, knowing the wichasha wakan and I
and the
were always one. Hidden somewhere
among the rocks, the ghost of Hui-k'e teases,
"Who do you think you are,
the emperor's son Mahasattva?"
By noon, Gary, I shall kneel at her side
in the clear stream of it all, flowering and opened.
As she partakes of my offered flesh,
I'll growl harmony to her mealtime prayers.
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Jonathan Lewis

Red Haired Home
Red headed green eyed girls those
pure white skinned freckled girls
mystified me.

I wondered if my fingers
would singe
if I stroked that fire.
When he who flies before the wind
marries she who never
when the wealth that is stored in pocket
meets the wealth that the earth
this tension pulls,
cracks hulls, releases seeds
and she says "You, who are always settling,
I can teach you settled."
And besides the dip in her hip
the luscious ambrosia on her wet bottom lip
I think she
standing there,
(God she knows how to just
Stand
there)
"You don't have to run anymore."
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Athena O. Kildegaard
Unseen Woman in a Painting by Breughel

The North Sea has swept up into the ky
and will come down upon us
I have no doubt, sooner than later.
My daughter lies upstairs, her heart
broken on the ice. Her brother led her home,
and has
back skate with scholars
and lovers on the frozen canal.
She sobs into maman's coverlet, the trousseau
coverlet embroidered with silk thread
brought from Brussels, that color,
like the jonquils, so hard find.
Oh, the jonquils, how I'd like to take a posy
up to her now. I hear the dogs barking, the men
with their pheasant. Then she must come down,
no choice, heart or no heart,
to help with the dipping and plucking—
oh, my sweet girl with her plucked heart.
She saves the down for a baby's featherbed,
her Infant's Cloud she calls it, just as if
an overcast day were enough for love
of
and I suppose it is.
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Athena O. Kiidegaard

Out of a Dream
"tu boca, salida de tu sueño
me dio el sabor de tierra, de agua marina"
Pablo Neruda
When your hands woke my skin,
my breast, pulled my hip toward you
and you spoke to me in Spanish, I realized

that you were still in Ometepe,
still crossing the lake under tin
the boat keeling, an old woman wearing your coat;

the children cried into their mother's palms and the waves
climbed into the boat, soaking even the backs of knees
and you turned to find the horizon,
to find land warm, like flesh, only more
than flesh, so you came out of the water
and I made you talk
"el agua...

el barco...los niños gritaron cielo...",
as if words could wake me enough to bear
you through to the sleep that came after.
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L.L. Harper

Hermaphrodite
What some call unimaginable,
I call quotidian. Twice blessed
desire transcends the limits,
like intelligence, within which most live.

In those fields I love all comers.
A breast's smooth globe
or pink grenade of scrotum
inflame equally, each torch
burning the air a room holds
if together we lie in dark's pocket.
No confusion twists like a cancer
where my identity flourishes.

Take my hand to your lips.
Is it not warm and open?
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L.L. Harper

The ending
will happen just as the hero
kisses the girl he finally gets to,
like Odysseus, one hassle
after another and then just
when you think they'll live
happily ever after,
some fucked up junkie
will off her as
she lifts embellished linen
from the line,
some country craft
she finished just
in time.
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Sarah Maclay

Smoke
I don't even touch myself
this time, it isn't even that,
a sudden shudder
turns my body into a whip
and I slam my face into flannel
as if
imagine kissing the bones
at the base of your
soft,
my lips
making a necklace
on your skin.
It doesn't matter
that this could be grotesque
to someone walking by, my thrashing
with the invisible like a catnipped
feline bent on dancing
the floor.
I pause
for the moment before my pelvis
scoops the sheets.
I can run.
I can close my heart for several days,
work with terrifying order
efficiency
until I'm loosened
like an undone blouse
soaked in acres of rain, wet needles
thick from the sky,
water busting down in cords
of redwood. Call it an obsession
if it makes you feel more comfortable.
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I call it the thing that always happens
when the perfectly skipped
rock strikes the pond.
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Sarah Maclay

Green Swimmer
I plant myself in the midst of the crowd
but I may as well fly through the room,
gliding like the nude in this painting:

somewhere between the night sky and sea,
bare, breasts exposed, back arched, legs
arms
thrust back--away from my sides, buttocks muscles in gear,
pushing forward, neck tilted upward as if reacting
to a touch and I don't know if it's
chin
hitting the ocean or being stroked
by feathers or air and I'm so open
I'm leaking. I cannot hide, all I can do dive,
sail, fall as though I'm going down a slide
and it's metal, it's slick, it's slanted, it offers
no choice over gravity
or thrill
'til my heart grows bigger than desire. It cannot resolve
circular equations: I love him. I could love her.
It stretches until it's the size of my body,
the size of this room, like canvas
nailed to the ceiling, nailed to the floor,
close to the ripping point.
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Nikki Moustaki

Coq au Vin
In the kitchen hacking chicken, Mother's cleaver
has never been sharper. There's a
gecko
behind the toaster, its bismuth gone over to gray.

Mother adds wine to the simmer, romances the reds
together, the hen stipples up plum,
like sandpaper, Mother rubs the flour in.
The row of milk seed taking soil seriously
greens on the sill like spring, though it's November.
But the oven drags the kitchen into summer,
Brussels sprouts boil on the stove. Mother feeds the pot
from her glass, the bird rusts, the plates deepen.
You fill your own. The seedlings shiver.

Though you haven't been here in years, the chicken
never changes. What's dead remains dead.
Mother chops the bacon in.
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Sarah Small

Dad, Peeling Apples
The color of wheat
bread speckled
like the skin of a golden delicious,
freckles on top of freckles
and tiny nicks
from his knife, dots of blood
turned to brown scabs. My father's hands
have never changed. Every night
a different apple
skinned naked,
split and seeded without him
ever looking down, loving the fit
of
in the left hand, brown-handled
knife in the right.
He licks the tip of
finger
where the juice runs clear
and skewers a slice
for me, which I take
regardless
of whether I want
an apple
whether
the flesh has begun to brown
around the edges. When he done,
knife set down and fingers wiped
clean against the
of his beige corduroys, I will take
the leathered back
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of his hand to my cheek
and hold it there, begging
his weathered roots to spread
their soil-caked fingers
long and strong
as deep as the generation
will go.
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Cara Chamberlain

Last Laugh
Dad's thumb is on my throat,
knife's cold lineuntil I'm forced to wake,
old again. Someone
clearly lied. Was it,
Time in the vague episodes
Rebekah's hair suggests?
I love my hunted son,
but chased him off to run
with jackals
bled with snakes.
Or is he huddled here?
get him back

I'd be carried to that place
I know, talus creeping down
like eager dogs.
Everything rides the point
clearing a blood furrow,
num to chin.
I would've
and
to keep things whole-

died
his

our sheep, half-wild,
climbing where they shouldn'tto keep
knife from splitting
tripe and lungs, glittering,
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new-washed, adrift like me.
There's the polished tongue,
the hairless
of the son
who would diminish me.
Now, Esau, I take
your rough head between my hands
and bowing, kiss you, the untamed boy
and reason for a father.
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Stanley's Turkey Dinner
Barb Howard

From my chair on the porch I can see the
bottom half of Bob Stead. He drops a neat bundle of
twigs to the ground. Bob's tidying
fir trees.
Barclay, my German shepherd, pants at the base of
Bob's ladder. Bob begins to descend. Barclay
crouches, bares his mottled gums, raises a diamond
shaped patch of hair across his shoulders. Bob
glances at Barclay, snaps off a branch, moves his
work boot down another rung. He shakes the
branch at Barclay. Barcaly bites one leg of the
ladder, drags it a few inches. Bob lunges at the tree
for balance.
I'm down my porch stairs by then, yelling at
Barclay. Bob shakes the branch at me. I grab a
handful of skin
bristling hair from the back of
Barclay's neck. He's on his hind legs, wriggling,
barking, snarling.
"Throw the branch," I shout. "Throw it."
Bob tosses the branch towards his deer feeder.
Barclay jumps out of my hands, dives on the branch.
Tail wagging, stick held high, Barclay prances past
the deer feeder, up the
I steady the ladder.
hurries down.
"Control your dog," he says, flapping his
work glove in my face.
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In town later that afternoon, at the A&G
grocery, I spot Bob's wife Cheryl in the root
vegetable section.
"Hello Stanley," she says, smiling a bit,
folding her hands on her pregnant belly. "All ready
for Thanksgiving?"
"I suppose. You doing a big bird?"
"Oh yes, we always do. If s in the oven. You
off to friends?"
"No."
Cheryl picks up a potato,
it in her hand,
"Well, of course you're welcome at our place, I don't
think Bob would mind really. I could reset the table,
put you beside my mother, across from Jonathan."
"What time?" I ask as she untwists her plastic
bag, drops the extra potato on top of four already
there, and pushes her cart towards the pumpkins.

When my mother was alive she always made
me put on a button-front shirt for turkey dinners.
For her sake, I wear one of the green shirts used to
wear when I drove to work in the city. The collar
cinches around my neck, the buttons at my chest
strain. That's one good thing about being laid off
from the water treatment plant. No more
uncomfortable clothes.
Bob and Cheryl's dining room
of
y, pine walls. At one end there's a sliding door
that opens onto their new cedar deck and groomed
lawn. The table is big, harvest style. Four baby
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pumpkins surround a large red candle
Every place has a turkey napkin and a turkey plate.
I sit beside the grandmother. She's on a
weekend
Her balding head
no, non
stop. The other three seats are empty. Bob stands at
the pine sideboards, working the cork out of a bottle
of wine. Bob is a surgeon in the city. He's the kind
of guy who wears pleated pants on the weekend.
The kind of guy who vacuums
garage and
volunteers every year for the community water co
op. I hear Cheryl running the tap in the kitchen.
Bleeps and snippets of electronic
arise
downstairs. Jonathan must be playing computer
games. He's a good kid. Only been caught
shoplifting once (or so I heard at the
nothing
serious, just licorice. Cheryl claims that Jonathan's
mathematically
He plays one of those hand
table.
bus
and
shaky
d computer
while
he walks home from the
school
stop. I watch from my porch, expect him
to stumble, but he never does. Maybe he gifted.
Cheryl rushes into the room and sets a bowl
of cranberry sauce on the
She's wearing
pressed pants
a leaf-print maternity blouse. Her
belly protrudes like a gourd from her thin body. On
her way to the kitchen she
at the sliding door.
"Bob," she taps the toe of her penny-loafer at a
spot on the floor in front of her.
"I'll speak to him again," Bob says.
"He's got to learn. Just look at the dirt he's
tracked in."
Bob leaves the room, thumps downstairs,
stops the electronic sounds, the grandmother puts
her
hand on my
and asks for a taste of
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wine. Noticing that she doesn't have a wine glass at
her place, I fill my own and offer it to her.
"Might help my memory." The grandmother
shakes.
"Mine too," I say, pouring wine into my water
glass.
Jonathan sulks into the dining room. The
bottom of his pants drag across the
His
sweatshirt is huge, big enough to fit me. If s
same outfit
skateboard buddies wear at the A&G
parking lot. Nice for him to have so many friends. I
nod hello. He scowls, slouches into the seat across
from me. I like Jonathan.
"A touch more, if you don't mind," the
grandmother says. I steady her glass on the table,
pour. Jonathan brightens.
"Mom," he yells into the kitchen, "Stanley's
giving her wine."
Cheryl appears at the door to the dining
room, pauses, inhales, "It's Mr. Davis to you," she
says to Jonathan while she scoops the wine glass out
of her mother's hand.
When Bob sets the huge, caramel-colored
turkey in front of him the table looks like a picture
from a magazine. Bob twists the first drumstick
from the
Juice
from the joint. I take in
the deep, hot smell.
"Dad," Jonathan asks as we begin passing
vegetables, "can I eat in front of the TV?"
Bob rips open the breast skin with the tip of
the carving knife.
"Daaaad," Jonathan pleads.
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"This is Thanksgiving," says Bob. "You'll
appreciate the memories when you're older."
"Mom?"
Cheryl shoves a casserole dish at him. "It's
tradition. Would you like some cauliflower in lowfat cottage cheese sauce?"
Jonathan picks up the serving
mutters,
"Who cares."
I slide the mashed potatoes towards the
grandmother. She waves them
saying, "Just
fiddleheads for me."
"There
no fiddleheads," Cheryl snaps her
turkey napkin and drapes it over her belly. "You're
in Alberta."
"Don't we usually have turnips at
Thanksgiving?" Bob asks.
"No, potatoes. We always have potatoes,"
Cheryl says, briskly.
"I'm sure we had turnips last year." Bob picks
up
knife and fork. "We should write these things
down in a note book."
"I don't need to write it down," Cheryl slowly
mouths to Bob, as though the rest of us can't tell
what she's saying. Bob says he'll have some
potatoes. Cheryl turns to me, smiling, "Now
Stanley, I'm sure this won't
up at all to your
mother's Thanksgiving dinners."
"Well Cheryl," I'm
to be a part of
conversation, "My mother's turkey was always drier
than a pretzel fart. Stuffing like wet sewage."
Cheryl looks across the table at Bob.
"And mother's gravy always made me think
of diarrhea," I admit, "or vomit"
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"Cool," Jonathan says.
"I know you're not supposed to say that sort
of thing about your mother, especially if she's dead,
but I call 'em as I see 'em."
Cheryl looks at her plate. Bob wipes his
mouth.
"It's Harvard beets and black licorice that
gives me the runs," the grandmother says. I like the
grandmother.
Through the sliding glass door, past the deck,
smack in the middle of Bob's smooth lawn, a loosely
woven hammock hangs inside a small wooden
shelter.
"Much luck with the deer feeder?" I ask Bob,
while I reach across Cheryl for carrots. Bob's dream
is to have deer browsing in his
He'd
especially like them there when his city friends come
out for dinner.
"Not one," Jonathan interjects, "zippo."
"They're all over my place," I say. "Barclay's
got more deer than he knows how to chase. "Funny
that the deer don't go for Bob's putting-green lawn.
This spring he spent an entire weekend in his mask
and gloves pumping clover kill on
lawn. He's
always aerating or fertilizing or watering. At my
place the deer eat the quack grass, the clover, even
the thistles that grow on the gravel pile. Like I keep
telling Bob when he asks, I'm going to spread that
gravel someday and make a pen for Barclay.
It's dusk by the time I scrape up my second
ping. Everyone else is still picking
at their first. I
and
usually don't notice vegetables, always ate my
mother's chilled Brussels sprouts
marshmallow
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turnips without complaint, but Cheryl's vegetables
are different. The carrots are sweet and seasoned
with green flecks, the potatoes soak up buckets of the
smooth gravy. I even take more low-fat cauliflower.
There's lots of food, maybe because the grandmother
only eats cranberry sauce. Red rivulets form in the
lines under her lips. I take a breather, lean back
from the table and look out the sliding door. Three
mule deer file down the hill and eye the feeder.
"Got some deer," I wave my fork towards the
sliding door.
Bob runs for his camera. Aware of Bob's
motion, the deer stop, ears wide, tails tucked under,
and stare through the window at us. Cheryl
crouches beside the grandmother, points, repeats,
"Deer, Mom. Outside. Deer." She pate the
grandmother's hand and goes to the window to
stand beside Jonathan, presses her palms into the
small off her back, pushes her belly towards the glass.
The grandmother nudges me. I fill her water glass
with wine. "Too bad about the fiddleheads," I say.
Bob returns with his camera, slowly opens the
sliding door, pushes the big lens outside. A blacktipped tail quivers, rises. A galloping sound arises
from the side off the house, louder and louder until
Barclay careens around the corner. The deer spring
up the hill. Barclay charges after them, a frayed
meter of rope dragging from his neck.
"Look at 'em go!" Jonathan cries. "Yeesss!"
Bob slides the door closed, flips the lock.
"Barclay never did like being tied up," I say as
Bob sits heavily in his seat. "Maybe I should get that
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pen built." Cheryl takes the gravy boat and potatoes
into the kitchen.
"Did you see that Dad? Did you?" Jonathan
pokes his fork into the pool of liquid wax
surrounding the red candle.
"Stop that," Bob says sharply.
"My mother made the best chow-chow relish
in Moncton," says the grandmother.
I pour her some more wine. She wipes under
her eyes with her turkey napkin. Jonathan stabs a
baby pumpkin with his fork.
"Mom," he yells into the kitchen, "she's
crying." Cheryl hurries into the dining room.
"Pie everyone?" she asks, discretely laying a
stack of tissue on the grandmother's lap.

Mom
I bought our house twenty years
ago, when she retired. We got a good deal because
the original owners divorced and sold before
house
finished. Mom and I finished the dry
walling and put on the porch. We used that porch
almost every day. This time of year there'd be ruffed
grouse in the wood pile, squirrels in the empty bird
feeder, chickadees
siskins in the firs, and deer.
Right up to her last day mom could identify any
critter or plant within a half-mile of the
She
thought it took me a long time to learn all the names
in nature. But I pretended not to know things just so
we could keep talking.
Jonathan's chair
when he pushes
from the table. As he turns to look at the damage
he's done to the hardwood floor, something outside
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catches his eye. He stands, presses his face against
the glass door.
"Dad, I think Barclay's out there again."
Bob gets up, joins Jonathan at the sliding door,
and
through the glass into the dark. "Maybe
a porcupine or raccoon."
"Why don't you go outside and get a good
look?" I suggest from my chair.
"Dad, I think it's Barclay."
Bob reaches for the switch beside the door and
flicks on the outside lights. Barclay, caught in the
fluorescence on the lawn, perks his ears. His tail,
stiff and curved like a hockey stick, jerks up and
down while he pumps a dump onto the grass. He
stops, peeks behind him, kicks back a little dirt, and
trots
the deck.
"He wants in," Jonathan grabs the handle of
the sliding door.
Bob takes a deep breath and holds it before he
says, "I don't think Barclay's an indoor dog."
"Sure he is," I say.
"Dad?" Bob
to the sideboard, pours a
tumbler of scotch. I empty the last of the second
bottle of wine into my glass.
"I don't care," Bob says to the ceiling. "Take
him to the basement." Before Jonathan scuffs out of
the dining room with Barclay, Bob adds, "And get
some pants that fit."
Cheryl brings in a special pot of tea for the
grandmother, pours coffee for me and Bob.
"What are you hoping for?" I ask, pointing at
her belly.
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"Oh, a girl would be nice. You know, one
boy, one girl. That would be perfect."
The grandmother farts. A real long pu-pu-pupu-pup. Cheryl wipes vigorously at the glass on
sliding door, complaining about fingerprints.
While Bob and Cheryl move dishes to the
kitchen I pour myself a little Grand Mariner from the
side board and think of how, when I was a kid, mom
and I would throw the football around after
Thanksgiving dinner. She was a big woman and
could catch and pass as good as anyone. She'd have
me running patterns right through dusk and
sometimes, depending on the brightness of the sky,
into the night. Mom played in a dress, a house dress
she called it, with a pair of my sweat pants pulled up
underneath. She always licked her fingertips before
g them across the laces on the ball.
"Say, Bob," I call into the kitchen, "youthe
play
football?"
"No," Bob yells back, as though he was
scolding a dog.
"Bob!" Cheryl calls. The kitchen tap is turned
on.
The grandmother rattles her tea cup in
saucer. I top her up with Grand Mariner. The
outside lights are still on. I watch the deer, the same
three females as before, approach the feeder,
tentatively pull some hay from the hammock.
Dishes clatter in the kitchen. Bob enters the dining
room, flicks off the outside light, grabs the Grand
Mariner from in front of me and puts it on the
sideboard.
"Got some deer out there again," I tell him.
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"I'll take that coffee mug for you." Bob clears
my place.
My mother played football with me right up
to her final Thanksgiving. She could still throw a
spiral over the gravel pile but by then I didn't very
often return her throws. I ran it back. She kept our
football pumped up tighter than a rock and I was
afraid I'd break her hands if I fired the ball into her.
Not that her hands were fragile, or even small.
Cheryl helps the grandmother up from the

table.
"Maples," the grandmother says to me, still
holding a tissue to her eyes, "you can't imagine the
Moncton maples this time of year."
"Mom's off to bed," Cheryl steers the
grandmother towards the door.
"Goodnight," I say.
"Goodnight, sweet prince," the grandmother
calls happily over her shoulder.
Bob shrugs, pours only himself a drink, even
though I push my glass towards him, and tells me,
like he
does, that he's so
really sorry,
about how close he built my house. I never reply
because, as my mother used to say whenever I
ed up, saying "sorry" doesn'
t make things right
septi
Bob built last year. He's got a full six acres,
but dug in right beside me, he claims, to get a flat
c field. (I know about
septiseptic, and I know about
c fields, and I know he's pushing my propertyand
line, another inch and he'd be offside, so that he can
subdivide someday and sell to more Bob and
Cheryl's.) After losing mother and my job
all, I
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had been keeping myself in the house a lot. But once
I heard the backhoe digging
's foundation I
brushed off my old porch
I watched their
bedroom house being built and I watched them
move in. Cheryl and
in their crisp sweatshirts,
directing movers all morning
spending an entire
afternoon arranging their bent-willow patio
furniture. And all the while, thank goodness,
Jonathan was at the side of the house lighting his
cigarettes with a torched-up lighter.
Bob came
up to my porch and asked me over for a drink. A
welcome drink, he called it. As though I was the
newcomer.
Cheryl returns from putting the grandmother
to bed.
"Went down easy," she says to Bob. They
both look at me.
"Better round up that dog before you go," Bob
pushes back his chair.
I fold my napkin into a tiny square, wipe
crumbs from my place, smooth the table cloth. In
the end I follow Cheryl
Bob to the basement
where Jonathan
Barclay are laying on the couch
watching television. Barclay sits
scratches
vigorously behind
ear, misting the area about
him, including Jonathan, with coarse, black-tipped
hairs.
"Gotta go," I say.

At home, I undo my shirt
flick on the
kitchen light. Barclay whines at the dog
cupboard so I get his dish (my mother's old porridge
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pot) and fill it up with dry pellets. When I set it on
the floor, Barclay's tail drops between
hind legs.
He looks up at me.
"Nothing special on that tonight, old buddy,"
I say, "even if it Thanksgiving. But tomorrow,
tomorrow we celebrate with all the fixings, just like
always, including giblets and gravy for you." He
cocks his head and, to make him understand, I open
the refrigerator and let him sniff our butter-basted
twelve pound turkey that I bought at the A&G
grocery earlier in the day. Barclay howls in triumph.
So do I.
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If "the open road" is the way to
take in journeying through life, surely
the same applies to reading. Let it be
an adventure! Let it happen! Enough
buttons are being pushed every day
to make this world increasingly unfit
to live in!
―Henry Miller,
"To Read or Not To Read,”
1962
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